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Questions:
Can the propagation of the ash cloud be observed by surface-based remote sensing?
Were model-based dispersion forecasts realistic?
Was ash mixed into the planetary boundary layer?
Can volcanic material be analysed from air quality network data?
Is it distinguishable from „normal“ pollution?
Was there a threat to the population due to mixing volcanic into the PBL?
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ash
normal, aged polluted air
MULIS results
large depolarisation
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Ceilometer results
MCCM simulation for April 17, 2010 00 GMT
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ash boundary layerclouds
interaction of the ash cloud with the PBL: 
CL31 observations at Augsburg
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Titanium in PM10
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Other substances were enhanced either
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Conclusions:
The propagation of the ash “front” was traced by the Ceilonet of the German Weather Service
and other lidars and ceilometers (in cloudfree areas).
The propagation of the ash cloud was well simulated by the Eulerian model MCCM.
Thus, this study contributed to a validation of this model.
Ash was mixed into the planetary boundary layer, when the daytime CBL reached the ash layers.
Orography strongly enhances downward mixing of ash. Earliest reports on near-surface ash
measurements were from Alpine stations.
The ash contributed to about 25% of the near-surface PM10 on April 19 and April 20, 2011.
The volcanic nature of air pollutants could be proofed from their optical backscatter
characteristics (e.g., depolarisation) and from chemical analyses (e.g., titanium).
Fortunately, this outbreak did not have measurable influence on public health, but stronger 
outbreaks in the past did so. Therefore, an accurate forecast of ash dispersion and downward 
mixing into the PBL is mandatory.
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